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Researching background roles, handling self-promotion, and completing other tasks 
as assigned by directors.  Essential job qualifications are acting skills, creativity, time
management.

EXPERIENCE

Background Actor II
MakeScenesCasting Agents, Empire Casting, CAB Casting, Hylton 
Casting, TW Casting, CL Casting, Marinella Hume - JANUARY 2015 – 
2020

 Assisted producer and directors in accomplishing the completion of 
various scenes based on their casting needs for T.V.

 Background acted on TV show scenes Interacts with people each day.
 Contribute to the overall productivity of a scene by being one of the 

many background actors.
 Unless specified as having only the two actors.
 Background actors would look lifeless and dull.
 Able to be on camera without being nervous and being sociable.
 Interacted with other background actors while filming, and taking 

orders from the directors.

Background Actor 
Delta Corporation - 2014 – 2015

 Background Actor in various films, including Bonnie and Clyde 
(A&amp;E/History Channel/Lifetime Movie), True Detective, When the 
Game Stands Tall, and .

 Contributed to many notable and distinguished film &amp; television 
projects Devoted many twelve to sixteen hour work days Able to take 
directions and .

 Worked part-time on various movie, TV and commercial productions 
in a nonspeaking capacity.

 Movies include The Whole Truth, Fantastic Four, Pitch Perfect 2 and 
Jack Reaker, Never Go Back; television shows include American Horror
Story, Freak .

 Skills required include patience, being respectful, listening to direction
and adapting to new environments.

 Work on set of television and film sets as a background actor 
developing on set experience.

 Performed as a background extra in television and movie productions 
to include Disney and Family Comedy television productions, and 
various other .
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EDUCATION

 Educational Leadership - (FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY - Boca Raton, 
FL)

SKILLS

Public Relations, Human Resource Management.
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